
In All Our Affairs 

 

“The chief purpose of A.A. is sobriety.  We all realize that without sobriety we have nothing, 

 

“However, it is possible to expand this simple aim into a great deal of nonsense, so far as the 

individual member is concerned.  Sometimes we hear him say, in effect, ’Sobriety is my sole 

responsibility.  After all, I’m a pretty fine chap except for my drinking.  Give me sobriety, and 

I’ve got it made!’ 

 

“As long as our friend clings to this comfortable alibi, he will make so little progress with his 

real life problems and responsibilities that he stands in a fair way to get drunk again.  This is why 

A.A.’s Twelfth Step urges that we ‘practice there principles in all our affairs.’ We are not living 

just to be sober; we are living to learn, to serve, and to love.” 

 

Bill W. – Letter 1966 

 

Whose Responsibility? 

 

“An A.A. group, as such, cannot take on all the personal problems of its members, let alone those 

of nonalcoholics in the world around us. The A.A. group is not, for example, a mediator of 

domestic relations, nor does it furnish personal financial aid to anyone. 

 

“Though a member may sometimes be helped in such matters by his friends in A.A., the primary 

responsibility for the solutions of all his problems of living and growing rests squarely upon the 

individual himself.  Should an A.A. group attempt this sort of help, its effectiveness and energies 

would be hopelessly dissipated. 

 

“This is why sobriety—freedom from alcohol—through the teaching and practice of A.A.’s 

Twelve Steps, is the sole purpose of the group.  If we don’t stick to this cardinal principle, we 

shall almost certainly collapse.  And if we collapse we cannot help anyone.” 

 

Bill W. – Letter 1966 

 

Lack of power, that was our dilemma. We had to find a power by which we could live, and it had 

to be a Power greater than ourselves. Obviously. But where and how were we to find this 

Power? 

    Well, that's exactly what this book is about. Its main object is to enable you to find a Power 

greater than yourself which will solve your problem. 

 

A.A., Pg. 45 

 


